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Dear friend,

Thank you for visiting this E-book! I’m so excited to share this with
you.

I have been approached from several different groups of people to create a tip
sheet for gaining access to corporate clients, this is a space I have about 20
years of experience in—and I’ve been asked to provide these insights because
there are, I think, a lot of misconceptions about how to do it well. I’ve found,
these get in our way:
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Introduction

I don’t know the right people, in the corporate space, to get to the
decision makers

I am too small to play in this bigger field, they want bigger
organizations to partner with

Corporations are big entities that throw money around easily

Because the primary misconception is that you don’t know the right people, 
 most people make it harder than it can be.
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A corporation is simply a collection of people, that you DO know. Your
neighbor, your Friend from your first job 10 years ago, your cousin, alumni
from high school and college, you get the idea…

The problem is you just haven’t learned how to how to ask your community for
help.

These five steps, though, tend to solve the issues that plague a lot of those
misconceptions and will help you Land Your First Corporate client.

FROM CONNIE WHITMAN
https://whitmanassoc.com/

https://whitmanassoc.com/
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Before you begin your journey searching for the right corporate client, you

need to determine the industry that you are already deemed an expert. for me,

it is the Financial Services Industry. My undergraduate and MBA are in Finance,

my series 7 license and other insurance licenses speak to my level of

expertise, as well as being in sales for 39 years. These credentials, my

network of financial leaders, and knowledge within the financial service

industry opens many doors and provides a steady referral base annually.

Determine Industry
Expertise

1.

Action Steps:
Create a list of all the industries that you feel you are well versed in, and

comfortable speaking or working with potential new corporate clients. 

Go into LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, or whatever Social Media platform

your typical clients are using. Check to see if your potential corporate

clients are using those same channels to meet, greet, chat, collaborate or

groups they are following or are actively part of.
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Using the industry chosen above, think about all the people you are already
connected with on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, email, etc.

Making the Right
Connections

2.

Action Steps:
Create a list (or spreadsheet) of these contacts so you can begin to reach

out to them today to begin building the like, know, and trust relationship.

Write an introduction message, to introduce yourself, and share with your

connection (or connections you know well), that you would enjoy getting

to know them better to see how you may be able to support each other.

Once the message is created and you are receiving a good level of

engagement, be sure to use the message repeatedly

Be sure to add value to all messages and connection requests.
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Using your social media and email connections, identified above, begin to
research the groups, articles, posts, blogs, and podcasts that your
connections are following and commenting on.

 Start a Conversation3.

Action Steps:
Actively, and intelligently contribute to the comments and post relevant
articles, blogs or recommend a podcast based on the discussion within the
group or with your connections.

This takes time, so please do not be spammy and push to share what you do
and how you can help them as soon as they connect or respond back to you!
Once a respectful relationship is established, with your connections, you
can begin to share how you may be able to help with ___________(fill in
the blank with your zone of genius).

Here are some examples of possible areas you may be able to help: define
their organizations corporate culture, improve their operations
strategies, help develop Leadership skills for the entire management team,
increase sales to generate more revenue, (fill in the blank). 
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Next step is to ask your connection for an introduction to the decision makers
within the organization that you need to speak with to explore the
opportunities to create a win/win solution.

 Leveraging the Right
Connections

4.

Action Steps:
80% of your effort needs to be spent using the Action Steps shared in tips

#1 – 3 above. The better prepared, organized, and value driven you are in

your relationship building approach, the easier it will be to ask for

introductions to the decision makes and receive them.

Building on the Action Steps under Tip #3, you will know exactly which

decision makers you would like to be introduced to.
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This is such a critical step and can make the difference between landing a
corporate gig and not. When the organization is writing up their RFP’s they
usually have a vendor that will be a perfect fit for the RFP
objective/request. 

If you develop a close relationship, by taking the time to build the like, know,
and trust factor with the Gatekeeper, when they begin the RFP process you
will be what’s called “top of mind.” It’s like having a leg up without being
manipulative or sleazy.

Getting Past the
Gatekeeper

5. 

Action Steps:
Be sure to build a close RELATIONSHIP with the gatekeeper from the

beginning. It is so important because they are usually an influencer, in the

decision makers world.
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Action Steps:
Typically, the decision maker's influencer is their trusted Gatekeeper who

protects their time like a warden all year long! You need to become a

trusted advisor/influencer to that gatekeeper. The coolest thing, it’s all

about building trust at the beginning with the right influencer out of the

gate. Building trust is so easy compared to SELLING without any insight into

the real needs of the decision maker and their organizations culture.

Getting Past the
Gatekeeper

5. 



Bonus
Tips
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Corporation’s budget season are typically, between September through
November of the current year, planning for the following year. Depending on
where you are in the relationship building process, you may have to wait
months before an actual contract is signed. 

The good news is that most corporate contracts will run between 6-12 months
in duration and will create a steady income stream.

Longer Sales
Process

 

Action Steps:
Because the sales process takes longer, to get a singed commitment, it is

imperative that you prospect and speak with new potential clients all

year long.

When budget season hits, you want to be positioned so you are asked to

submit an RFP (Request for Proposal) or scheduled to have a timely

conversation on how you can help this organization with… (you fill in the

blank).
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When it is time for the corporation to write the RFP; if you have built a trusted

relationship with the Gatekeeper the RFP will most likely be specific and

written so you can fulfill the objective within the requested information they

are sending out.

When they identify the problem they want to solve, you want the gatekeeper

to automatically think of you. That's right - YOU!

Then they're writing the RFP consciously or unconsciously based on your

conversations with the Gatekeeper.

As the gatekeeper or division head, that you have the relationship with,

reaches out to the stakeholders in different divisions inside the organization

they are trying to see the objectives of all the divisions and how you may be

able to provide the bigger solutions for the coming year. Right?

Request For
Proposal (RFP)
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Action Steps:
You want to be invited to respond to the RFP. By building respectful

relationships, using the tips above, is the only way you will be “top of mind,”

and asked to submit your proposal to The RFP request.

You must answer the questions as outlined in the RFP before you send them

the contract.

Your proposal or response to the RFP is the last piece and when they

receive your proposal you want them to think, “holy smokes, where have

you been until now?

Request For
Proposal (RFP)
 

Typically, the gatekeeper or division head, will reach out to the stakeholders

in different divisions, within the organization and ask what objectives they

are seeking for the following year.  Since you have built a trusted

relationship with the gatekeeper or division head, they are eager to share

possible solutions you may be able to assist with for each division as well as

possibly providing bigger solutions for the entire organization.
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Wouldn’t you love to receive that positive reaction all the

time?

It’s as easy as eliminating the 5 layers of buyer’s resistance

that we all have.

Come and join me, as my guest, at our next Eliminate the 5

Layers of Buyers Residence Workshop.

Click here to save your spot: Free Ticket Link

Free Tickets! 

CliCK HERE FOR YOUR FREE

TICKET

https://whitmanassoc.com/eliminatethefive/
https://whitmanassoc.com/eliminatethefive/
https://whitmanassoc.com/eliminatethefive/
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Known for her high-energy, passionate, heart-centered, and enthusiastic

approach to sales, teaching and coaching, Connie Whitman has been the CEO of

Whitman & Associates, LLC for 20+ years helping ambitious business owners,

leaders and sales teams build powerhouse organizations. 

A three time #1 International Best-Selling author of her book ESP (Easy Sales

Process): 7-Steps to Sales Success, speaker, podcast host, and influencer,

Connie’s inspired teaching, transformational tools and content ensure that

business owners and salespeople grow their revenue streams through

enhanced communication skills.

As a podcast host, she is thrilled to share inspiring content on her two

weekly, international podcasts the “Heart-Centered Sales Leader,” and

“Enlightenment of Change.”

About Us

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/heart-centered-sales-leader/id1543243616
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/enlightenment-of-change/id1313299091
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfFk14mMr46U68ZQDDKin2A
https://www.linkedin.com/in/conniewhitman
https://www.facebook.com/WhitmanAndAssociates
https://twitter.com/Connie_Whitman
mailto:Connie@whitmanassoc.com

